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Abstract. We are presenting a semantic analysis of Reynolds’s speci-
fication logic of Idealized Algol using the parametric operational tech-
niques developed by Pitts. We hope that this more elementary account
will make the insights of Tennent and O’Hearn, originally formulated in
a functor-category denotational semantics, more accessible to a wider au-
dience. The operational model makes clearer the special nature of term
equivalence in the logical setting, identifies some problems in the previ-
ous interpretation of negation and also proves the soundness of two new
axioms of specification logic. Using the model we show that even a very
restricted fragment of specification logic is undecidable.

1 Introduction

The specification logic of Idealized Algol (IA) [1,2] is perhaps the best attempt
to extend Hoare-style programming logic to a language with procedures. It is
quite general and its usability has been clearly demonstrated. The semantics
initially proposed by Reynolds is classical, with models of specifications consist-
ing of environments of meanings for its free identifiers (universal specifications).
Subsequently, Reynolds realized that making specifications stateful, i.e. includ-
ing both environment and state in the model, would lead to more powerful and
more useful programming axioms.

The soundness of specification logic with stateful specifications has been the
object of important semantic research. Tennent [3] had the first insight that this
logic is intuitionistic and requires a Kripke-style possible worlds model, with
sets of states as worlds. The principal semantic innovation of his approach was
the restriction of the behaviour of IA commands so that no states outside of
the current world are visited in the course of the command’s execution. The
way this restriction is imposed mathematically in the denotational setting is
quite striking, based on the functor-categorical construction initially developed
by Reynolds and Oles as a denotational model for IA [4,5]. This mathemati-
cal construction is remarkable because the restriction it imposes is prima facie
incompatible with denotational semantics, which is extensional rather than in-
tensional; in addition, the semantic model of the specification logic connects
seamlessly with that of the programming language. This semantic model was
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further refined by Tennent and O’Hearn, allowing the validation of several new
axioms [6].

The semantic ideas of the research mentioned before carried over into further
work on the semantics of IA, leading to several improved models. Much of this
work is collected in [7]. One trait this line of research shares is the technical
reliance on the functor-categorical construction of Reynolds and Oles. The pre-
sentation therefore demands a rather high level of mathematical sophistication
from the reader. In addition, the denotational model of IA it leads to is not fully
abstract, which is, to some extent, unsatisfactory. In an operational model, this
issue would not arise.

A more elementary account of the semantic properties of IA, profoundly in-
spired by its denotational model, is given by Pitts, using parametric operational
techniques [8]. The mathematical apparatus of this model is elementary, yet the
model is powerful enough to prove many non-trivial properties of IA. In this pa-
per we further develop Pitts’s model to deal with specification logic. This should
make the interesting ideas used to prove the soundness of specification logic more
accessible in the same way as Pitts’s work made accessible the semantic proper-
ties of the programming language. To illustrate the usefulness of the model we
prove two additional new axioms of specification logic. One of the axioms has
been proposed before by O’Hearn [9], but without a soundness proof. The other
axiom is interesting because it relates Hoare triples and equivalence.

Although IA is not a programming language used in practice, it has been
an influential prototypical language. In fact it is not far from Haskell with state
monadic extensions [10]. A better understanding of IA’s specification logic should
help with the design of a similar logic for Haskell.

Finally, using the operational model of specification logic we show that
even the very restricted fragment of specification logic consisting of first-order
recursion-free boolean Algol with first-order quantifiers and without term equiv-
alence is not decidable. This is despite the fact that observational equivalence of
IA terms of first [11] and second [12] order IA is decidable.

Contributions. We present a new model for the specification logic of IA, based
on the operational semantics of the language. Compared to the previous mod-
els, based on the denotational semantics of IA, ours is mathematically elemen-
tary and it does not suffer from a lack of full-abstraction. Two new axioms are
added to the logic, and the special nature of equivalence and negation is bet-
ter explained. We conclude by giving an undecidability result about a restricted
fragment of specification logic.

2 Operational Semantics of IA

In this section we briefly present Pitts’s parametric operational model of IA [8].
IA is simply-typed lambda calculus over booleans, integers, variables, ex-

pressions and commands. Variables, storing integers, form the state while com-
mands can change the state. In addition to abstraction (λx : σ.M) and applica-
tion (FA), other terms of the language are conditionals, uniformly applied to any
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w � s; R ⇓σ s; R, where R ::= tt | ff | v | n | skip | λx : σ.M

w � s; B ⇓bool s′; b w � s′; Mb ⇓σ s′′; R

w � s; (if B then Mtt else Mff ) ⇓σ s′′; R

w � s; N1 ⇓int s′; n1 w � s′; N2 ⇓int s′′; n2
n = n1 ∗ n2

w � s; (N1 ∗ N2) ⇓int s′′; n

w � s; F ⇓σ→σ′ s′; λx : σ.M w � s′; M [A/x] ⇓σ′ s′′; R

w � s; FA ⇓σ′ s′′; R

w � s; M [fix x : σ.M/x] ⇓σ s′; R

w � s;fix x : σ.M ⇓σ s′; R

w � s; V ⇓var s′; v
s′(v) = n

w � s; !V ⇓int s′; n

w � s; V ⇓var s′; v w � s′; N ⇓int s′′; n

w � s; V := N ⇓comm (s′′ | v �→ n); skip

w � s; C ⇓comm s′; skip w � s′; C′ ⇓comm s′′; skip

w � s; (C; C′) ⇓comm s′′; skip

w � s; N ⇓int s′; n wv � s′ ⊗ (v �→ n); C[v/x] ⇓comm s′′ ⊗ (v �→ n′); skip

w � s; (new x := N in C) ⇓comm s′′; skip

Fig. 1. IA evaluation relation

type, (if B then M else N), fix-point recursion (fixx : σ.M), constants (inte-
gers, booleans) and arithmetic-logic operators (M ∗ N); we also have command-
type terms which are the standard imperative operators: dereferencing (explicit
in the syntax, !V ), assignment (V :=N), sequencing (C; C ′), no-op (skip) and
local variable block (new x :=N inC).

Let Γ be a function from identifiers to types. We write Γ � M : σ to indicate
that term M has type σ and (typed) free identifiers in Γ .

The terms for abstraction, fix-point and local-variable block are identifier
binders; IA terms are identified up to α-conversion. For any term M we denote
the set of free identifiers and their type assignment fi(M). By IAσ(w) = {M : σ |
fi(M) = ∅ and gv(M) ⊆ w}, we denote the set of closed IA terms of type σ with
global variables in the set w.

The operational semantics of IA is defined inductively on the syntax of terms
by an evaluation relation of the form w � s; M ⇓σ s′; R.. We call the set of global
variables w the world, with terms M, R ∈ IAσ(w) and states s, s′ ∈ States(w) =
{f | f : w → N}. The interpretation of the rules is the following: term M executed
in state s evaluates to term R (called a canonical form) and changes the state
to s′. The evaluation relation is defined in Fig. 1.

The following notations are used: wv denotes the set w with a new element
v added; s ⊗ (v 	→ n) ∈ States(wv) denotes the state properly extending s by
mapping v to n; (s | v 	→ n) denotes the state mapping v to n and otherwise
acting like s. This notation is generalized to s ⊗ s′ ∈ States(ww′), w ∩ w′ = ∅,
in the obvious way.

The evaluation rules are more general than really necessary. It is straight-
forward to show that the evaluation of non-command terms does not change
the state. Conversely, command terms can only evaluate to skip. Therefore, the
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evaluation relation can be abbreviated to w � s; M ⇓σ R if σ �= comm and to
w � s; C ⇓ s′, if C : comm. If w � s; M ⇓σ s′; R does not hold for any R and s′

we write w � s; M ⇑σ.
A context C[−σ] is an IA term in which a sub-term of type σ is replaced by a

“hole” −σ. The term resulting from filling the hole with term M : σ is denoted by
C[M ]. We write traps(C[−σ]) for the set of bound identifiers the scope of which
includes the hole of C[−σ], and their type assignments.

Terms or contexts without free identifiers are called closed. A key distinction
is being made between global variables and free identifiers of type var. A closed
term may have zero, one or more global variables. This distinction is also logically
important because contraction of free identifier preserves equivalence whereas
that of global variables does not.

Definition 1 (Contextual equivalence). If Mi : σ, with fi(Mi) ⊆ Γ and
gv(Mi) ⊆ w for i = 1, 2, we write w, Γ � M1 ∼=σ M2 to indicated that the terms
are contextually equivalent. By definition, this means that for all worlds w′ ⊇ w,
all closed contexts C[−σ] : comm with gv

(C[−σ]
) ⊆ w′ and Γ ⊆ traps

(C[−σ]
)
,

and all states s, s′ ∈ States(w′) we have w′ � C[M1]; s ⇓ s′ iff w′ � C[M2]; s ⇓
s′.

Two terms are contextually equivalent if their occurrences can be inter-
changed in any closed command without affecting the meaning of the command,
as a partial function from states to states.

The quantification over contexts in the definition of contextual equivalence
makes the definition unwieldy for the proof of program properties. A more usable
form of equivalence is extensional equivalence.

Definition 2 (Extensional equivalence). If Mi ∈ IAσ(w), i = 1, 2, we write
w � M1 ≡σ M2 to indicate that the terms are extensionally equivalent, which is
defined inductively on the structure of σ as follows:

1. If σ = bool, int then w � M1 ≡σ M2 if ∀s ∈ States(w) and all constants c,
w � M1; s ⇓σ c iff w � M2; s ⇓σ c;

2. w � M1 ≡comm M2 if ∀s, s′ ∈ States(w), w � M1; s ⇓ s′ iff w � M2; s ⇓ s′;
3. w � M1 ≡var M2 if w � M1 :=n ≡comm M2 :=n for all n ∈ N;
4. w � M1 ≡σ1→σ2 M2 if ∀w′ ⊇ w and A ∈ IAσ1(w

′), w′ � M1A ≡σ2 M2A.

Extensional equivalence is extended to open terms via closed instantiations.
For all Mi : σi with fi(Mi) ⊆ Γ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}, gv(Mi) ⊆ w, i = 1, 2,

we define w, Γ � M1 ≡σ M2 as w′ � M1[ �A/�x] ≡σ M2[ �A/�x] for all w′ ⊇ w and
all Aj ∈ IAσj (w

′), j = 1, . . . , n.

The key result of [8] is the following (OE):

Theorem 1 (Operational Extensionality). IA contextual equivalence coin-
cides with extensional equivalence: w, Γ � M1 ∼=σ M2 iff w, Γ � M1 ≡σ M2.

The proof technique used in [8] is perhaps as interesting as the result itself,
involving an operational version of parametric logical relations for IA.

A useful ancillary property of IA proved in the same paper, and useful in
proving the monotonicity of identity is Weakening and Strengthening (WS).
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Lemma 1 (Weakening and Strengthening).
Suppose w = w1w2, si ∈ States(wi), i = 1, 2. Given M ∈ IAσ(w1), then

w � s1 ⊗ s2; M ⇓σ s′; R if and only if R ∈ IAσ(w1) and s′ = s′
1 ⊗ s2 for some

s′
1 ∈ States(w1) with w � s1; M ⇓σ s′

1; R.

2.1 Identity Logic of IA

One important direct consequence of the OE Theorem, pointed out by Pitts, is
that it allows one to establish familiar functional extensionality properties such
as: F ∼=σ→σ′ F ′ iff ∀A : σ. FA ∼=σ′ F ′A.

Extensionality is not an universal property of programming languages. In
call-by-value languages with more complex computational features such as ref-
erences or exceptions, such as Scheme or ML, this property fails. IA, which is
a conservative extension of PCF [13], inherits extensionality as a generalised
version of Milner’s Context Lemma [14] for PCF.

We take this point further and we notice that the definitions of extensional
equivalence for functions and open terms is strongly suggestive of the interpreta-
tion of the universal quantifier in an intuitionistic logic, with a Kripke structure
of worlds w and domains IAσ(w), cf. [15, Chap. 5].

Let us define the (intuitionistic) identity logic of IA as its many-sorted pred-
icate logic with identity.

Definition 3 (Identity logic). The set of formulas Φ of the logic consists of:

1. equality: if Γ � Mi : σ, i = 1, 2, then Γ � M1
.= M2 ∈ Φ;

2. connectives: if Γ � φi ∈ Φ, i = 1, 2, then Γ � φ1 �φ2 ∈ Φ, where � ∈
{∧,∨,→};

3. quantifiers: if Γ, x : σ � φ ∈ Φ, then Γ � ∀x : σ.φ ∈ Φ, Γ � ∃x : σ.φ ∈ Φ.

We use the symbol .= to signify equality in the logic (as opposed to in the
meta-language or in IA). If no confusion is possible in context we may use just
= instead.

A formula with an empty environment is called closed.
The identity logic of IA has a standard Kripke-style semantics.

Definition 4 (Kripke model). For any world w and closed formula φ we
define w � φ, read “w forces φ,” inductively on the structure of φ:

1. w � φ1 ∨ φ2 if w � φ1 or w � φ2;
2. w � φ1 ∧ φ2 if w � φ1 and w � φ2;
3. w � φ1 → φ2 if for all w′ ⊇ w, if w′ � φ1 then w′ � φ2;
4. w � ∀x : σ. φ if for all w′ ⊇ w and for all A ∈ IAσ(w′), w′ � φ[A/x];
5. w � ∃x : σ. φ if there is A ∈ IAσ(w) such that w � φ[A/x];
6. w � M1

.= M2 if w � M1 ∼=σ M2.

Theorem 2 (Soundness). If φ is a formula of the identity logic of IA derivable
using the (standard) axioms of intuitionistic logic and identity then � φ.
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3 Specification Logic

The logic of the previous section can be augmented with two more predicate
symbols, Hoare triples and non-interference:

Definition 5 (Specification logic of IA). The set of formulas Σ (specifica-
tions) of the logic consists of:

1. equality: if Γ � Mi : σ, i = 1, 2, then Γ � M1
.= M2 ∈ Σ;

2. Hoare triple: if Γ � P :assert, Γ � Q :assert and Γ � C : comm, then
Γ � {P} C {Q} ∈ Σ;

3. non-interference: if Γ � P : σ, Γ � Q : σ′ then Γ � P # Q ∈ Σ;
4. connectives: if Γ � φi ∈ Σ, i = 1, 2, then Γ � φ1 �φ2 ∈ Σ, where � ∈

{∧,∨,→};
5. quantifiers: if Γ, x : σ � φ ∈ Σ, then Γ � ∀x : σ.φ ∈ Σ, Γ � ∃x : σ.φ ∈ Σ.

The pre-condition P and post-condition Q of a Hoare triple belong to a spe-
cial type, called assertions. The language of assertions is the language of
boolean phrases augmented with universal and existential quantifiers. To keep
the current presentation focused we only consider a reduced assertion language
which consists of finitary boolean phrases (constructed without the fix-point
operator). The introduction of assertion quantifiers or non-termination raises
some technical complications, surveyed in [16]. It is common to use {R} for
{R} skip {true}.

The axioms of specification logic are for the most part those of Hoare logic,
with several new axioms to handle procedures and interfering side-effects [1].

A straightforward interpretation of the new predicate symbols is enough
to show the soundness of much of Reynolds’s original, universal, specification
logic [1]:

1. w � {P} C {Q} if ∀s, s′ ∈ States(w), w � s; P ⇓assert tt and w � s; C ⇓ s′

implies w � s′; Q ⇓assert tt
2. w � M # N if ∀s0, s1, s2 ∈ States(w), and canonical forms R, R′, if w �

s0; M ⇓σ′ s1; R and w � s0; N ⇓σ s2; R′ then there is a state s3 ∈ States(w)
such that w � s1; N ⇓σ s3; R′

To wit, if N evaluates to R′ before the execution of M , then after its execution
it also evaluates to R′, although the state might have changed. For example, if
i, j are distinct global variables then i := 0 # !j + 2.

The stateful specification logic requires a more sophisticated approach. The
reason we want to make specifications stateful is to “factor out” assumptions
about the state in judgements of the form {R} → {P} C {Q}, to be interpreted
as “specification {P} C {Q} is true in all states in which assertion R is true.”
Reynolds shows several examples where this is useful. The role of the world must
be now played by a set of states, which we shall call W .

The new accessibility relation on worlds � reflects the fact that worlds, as
sets of states, can change in two ways: they can expand through the introduction
of new variables or they must “shrink” because of implication.
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W � s; R ⇓σ s; R, where R ::= tt | ff | v | n | skip | λx : σ.M

W � s; B ⇓bool s′; b W � s′; Mb ⇓σ s′′; R

W � s; if B then Mtt else Mff ⇓σ s′′; R

W � s; N1 ⇓int s′; n1 W � s′; N2 ⇓int s′′; n2
n = n1 ∗ n2

W � s; N1 ∗ N2 ⇓int s′′; n

W � s; F ⇓σ→σ′ s′; λx : σ.M W � s′; M [A/x] ⇓σ′ s′′; R

W � s; FA ⇓σ′ s′′; R

W � s; M [fix x : σ.M/x] ⇓σ s′; R

W � s;fix x : σ.M ⇓σ s′; R

W � s; V ⇓var s′; v
s′(v) = n

W � s; !V ⇓int s′; n

W � s; V ⇓var s′; v W � s′; N ⇓int s′′; n
(s′′ | v �→ n) ∈ W

W � s; V := N ⇓comm (s′′ | v �→ n); skip

W � s; N ⇓int s′; n W × States(v)�s′ ⊗ (v �→ n); C[v/x]⇓comms′′ ⊗ (v �→ n′); skip

W � s; (new x := N in C) ⇓comm s′′; skip

Fig. 2. IA confined evaluation relation

Definition 6 (World accessibility). We define the relation W1 � W2, for
Wi ⊆ States(wi), as the transitive and reflexive closure of W1 � W2 if W2 =
W1 × States(w2 \ w1) and W1 � W2 if W2 ⊆ W1.

It is straightforward to show that � is a partial order on sets of states.
The interpretation of the logical connectives is now given by:

Definition 7 (Stateful Kripke semantics).

1. W � φ1 ∧ φ2 if W � φ1 and W � φ2

2. W � φ1 ∨ φ2 if W � φ1 or W � φ2

3. W � φ1 → φ2 if for all W ′ � W , W ′ � φ1 implies W ′ � φ2

4. W � ∀x : σ. φ if for all W ′ � W , W ′ ∈ States(ww′), for all A ∈ IAσ(ww′),
W ′ � φ[A/x],

5. W � ∃x : σ. φ if there is A ∈ IAσ(dom W ), such that W � φ[A/x].

The straightforward interpretation of the Hoare triple is no longer satisfac-
tory in this context, because the axiom of command composition is no longer
sound. We need to apply Tennent’s key idea that execution of commands must
be restricted to the current world, not only in terms of its final state but also in
terms of all the intermediary states that are visited [3].

We do this by introducing a more refined evaluation relation for IA, which
we shall call confined execution and denote by W � s; M ⇓σ s′; R.

This relation is defined just like the normal evaluation (Fig. 1) with the
exception of assignment and local variable definition. The relation is defined,
inductively on the syntax of IA, in Fig. 2.

The only way a command can stray outside the current world is through
assignment, but such an assignment is prevented by confined execution. If an
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illegal assignment is attempted the command cannot be executed. The world
of a local variable block is expanded by all possible states involving the newly
allocated variable.

Confined evaluation can be notationally simplified, similarly to standard eval-
uation, considering that only commands can change the state. We adapt the old
notation in the straightforward way.

The interpretation of the Hoare-triple predicate is:

Definition 8 (Stateful Hoare-triple semantics). W � {P} C {Q} if and
only if for all s, s′ ∈ W , W � s; P ⇓assert tt and W � s; C ⇓ s′ implies W �
s′; Q ⇓assert tt.

Using confined evaluation we can define stronger notions of contextual and ex-
tensional equivalence in the obvious way. Using exactly the same proof method
as Pitts we can show that confined equivalence is also extensional.

Theorem 3 (Confined Oper. Extensionality). IA confined contextual
equivalence coincides with confined extensional equivalence: W, Γ � M1 ∼=σ M2
iff W, Γ � M1 ≡σ M2.

It is easy to show, by induction on derivation of evaluation, that confined eval-
uation also satisfies a WS Lemma.

Lemma 2 (Conf. Weakening–Strengthening.). Suppose that w = w1w2,
Wi ⊆ States(wi), and si ∈ Wi, i = 1, 2. Given M ∈ IAσ(w1), then it follows
that W1 × W2 � s1 ⊗ s2; M ⇓σ s′

1 ⊗ s2; R iff R ∈ IAσ(w1) and s′
1 ∈ W1 with

W1 � s1; M ⇓σ s′
1; R.

Confined evaluation is a conservative extension of IA evaluation, and confined
equivalence is strictly stronger than contextual equivalence, which corresponds
to equivalence ‘confined’ to the set of all states.

We give the following interpretation for identity:

Definition 9 (Hyperfine identity semantics). W � M1
.= M2 if and only if

for all W ′ � W , W ′ � M1 ∼=σ M2.

We call this new notion of equivalence hyperfine because, as we shall see, it is
significantly stricter than observational equivalence.

3.1 Non-interference

Finally, we have come to the interpretation of the non-interference predicate,
M # N . As in the previous section, our approach is heavily influenced by con-
cepts first introduced in the denotational setting.

Intuitively, non-interference is interpreted as follows. The term on the right-
hand-side, typically an expression, is used to partition the world into smaller
worlds in which the term evaluates to the same result. Then, we require any
evaluation of the term on the left-hand-side to be confined to any set of equiva-
lence classes. In other words, any execution of M must not change the possible
values of N even temporarily.
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Definition 10 (State equivalence). We call state-equivalence any IA term-
indexed family of equivalence relations [M ]W ⊆ W 2, W ⊆ States(w), with the
property that:

1. if σ = int (or bool) then s1 [E]W s2 if and only if for all n ∈ N (or {tt, ff})
W � s1; E ⇓σ n iff W � s2; E ⇓σ n;

2. if σ = var then s1 [V ]W s2 if and only if s1 [!V ]W s2;
3. if σ = comm then s1 [C]W s2 if and only if W � s1; C ⇓ iff W � s2; C ⇓ ;
4. if σ = σ1 → σ2 then s1 [F ]W s2 implies for all w′, A ∈ IAσ1(ww′) and states

s′ ∈ States(w′) such that s1 ⊗ s′ [A]W×States(w′) s2 ⊗ s′ we have

s1 ⊗ s′ [FA]W×States(w′) s2 ⊗ s′.

Proposition 1 (Existence & Admissibility).

1. The family [M ]W ⊆ W 2 is non-empty.
2. State equivalence is preserved by confined equivalence: for all s1, s2 ∈ W ,

s1 [M ]W s2 and W � M ≡ M ′ implies s1 [M ′]W s2.
3. There exists a state equivalence [M ]∼W ⊆ W 2, which we shall call an admis-

sible state equivalence, such that whenever M0 ∈ IA(∅), [M0]∼W = W 2.

Proof. At ground types exp and comm, M0 is a constant so the definition of
state equivalence gives W 2. For var there is no constant in IA(∅) so the defini-
tion is vacuous. At function types we can construct an admissible relation [−]∼

from any state equivalence [−] as follows: if M ∈ IA(∅) then for all s1, s2 ∈,
s1 [M ]∼W s2; otherwise s1 [M ]∼W s2 iff s1 [M ]W s2. Using the fact that state equiv-
alence is preserved by confined extensional equivalence we can show by induction
on the type of M that [−]∼ does satisfy the definition of a state equivalence. ��

In the following we will only be concerned with admissible state equivalences.
Any such relation has the properties required to show the soundness of the non-
interference logic. The definition above provides a sufficient framework for the
operational model.

By W/[N ] we shall denote the set of equivalence classes of W under some
admissible state equivalence [N ]W , which Prop. 1 established that exists. By
P
(
W/[N ]

)
we shall denote the set of unions of equivalence classes under [N ]W .

The interpretation of the non-interference predicate M # N is also inductive,
on the structure of M ’s type. The definition of higher-order non-interference is
subtle. Reynolds initially defined it extensionally, but Tennent has shown that
this definition is incompatible with a desirable axiom concerning non-interference
decomposition [3]. A model proving the soundness of this axiom was given in [6].

An important technical role is played by the property of confined termina-
tion, which is a generalisation of the usual notion of termination to confined
evaluation.

Definition 11 (Confined termination). M ∈ IA(w) is said to confinedly
terminate, denoted by W � M ⇓σ if
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1. σ = comm, int,bool: for all s ∈ W , there exists s′ ∈ W and canonical form
R such that W � s; M ⇓σ s′; R

2. σ = var: for all n ∈ N, W � M :=n ⇓comm
3. σ = σ1 → σ2 and for all w′ and M ′ ∈ IAσ1(ww′), if W × States(w′) �

M ′ ⇓σ1 then W × States(w′) � MM ′ ⇓σ2 .

We can now define higher-order non-interference.

Definition 12 (Non-interference). If F ∈ IAσ(w), then W � F # M if and
only if, W � F ⇓σ implies that for all W0 ∈ P

(
W/[M ]

)
, we have that W0 � F ⇓σ.

Restricting the current world to any smaller world which is a union of equivalence
classes W/[M ], should not change the confined termination status of F .

The knowing reader might notice that the operational definition of non-
interference is not exactly an operational reproduction of the denotational in-
terpretation. Whereas in the denotational model non-interference was inter-
preted as invariance under the application of an appropriately defined restriction
(endo)morphism at the same world, in the operational model we allow a change
of world but we interpret non-interference as the invariance of the confined ter-
mination property. The difference is purely of technical presentation: worlds W
and W0 are over the same set of locations w, and the meaning of F in the two
worlds, if defined, is actually the same.

We can see how this definition works by examining the typical example of
a non-interference specification which is validated by the Reynolds model but,
correctly, invalidated by the Tennent-O’Hearn model:

λc : comm. if !i = 1 then (c; if !i > 1 then i := 0) # i.

Let us call the λ-term above F . Consider M
def= if !i > 0 then i := !i + 1. If we

take W0 = {(i 	→ n) | n > 0}, which is indeed a union of equivalences classes of
W/[i]:

⋃
k>0{(i 	→ k)}, it can be easily seen that W0 � M ⇓comm but it is not

the case that W0 � FM ⇓comm, since for s = (i 	→ 1), FM cannot be confinedly
evaluated.

Theorem 4 (Soundness). The specification logic of IA is sound.

3.2 Proof of the Soundness Theorem

The key property that our modeling framework must satisfy is monotonicity.

Lemma 3 (Monotonicity of Non-interference). If W � F # M then W ′ �
F # M , for all W ′ � W .

For the logical connectives and quantifiers we have a standard Kripke seman-
tics. Using the Confined OE Theorem we can also show that the interpretation
of identity satisfies the standard axioms.

For the identity, “hyperfine,” semantics is truly required. Contextually equiv-
alent IA phrases are not necessarily equivalent in non-interference contexts. Con-
sider for example the simple case x � x := 0;x := 1 ≡comm x := 1. Although con-
textually equivalent, when confined to world (x 	→ 1) the LHS diverges but the
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RHS does not, so they are not logically identical. The logical contexts in the
presence of non-interference specification are highly intensional.

The Hoare-like axioms are proved in a standard way, and we have already
showed the interesting bit regarding command composition for stateful specifi-
cations.

In the following we show the soundness of the most interesting axioms of
Specification Logic.

Strong constancy. The proof for the constancy axiom:

∀c : comm.∀pqr :assert. c# r∧({r} → {p} c {q}) → {p and r} c {q and r},

is straightforward. The non-interference condition ensures that command c does
not satisfy {p} c {q} trivially, by (even temporarily) breaking assertion {r} and
causing a (confined) divergence.

Left-side non-interference decomposition. We give a slightly different ver-
sion of this axiom, which is equivalent with the traditional one but easier to deal
with:

1. if C ∈ IAσ(∅) then ∀e : σ′. C # e;
2. ∀f : σ→σ′.∀c : σ.∀e : σ′′. f # e ∧ c # e → f(c) # e.

Closed terms without global variables cannot cause interference. Also, non-
interference is compositional to the left.

For the first item, we need to prove that W � C # E for all E ∈ IAσ′(w).
Using the WS Lemma we can show that for any W0 ⊆ W , W0 � C ⇓σ if and
only if States(∅) � C ⇓σ, because C is a closed term.

The second item reduces, using the semantics of the universal quantifier at
any arbitrary world W , to W � F # E, C # E implies W � FC # E, which
follows directly from the definition of confined termination at function types.

Right-side non-interference decomposition. Again, we give a different but
equivalent formulation for the axioms:

1. if E ∈ IAσ(∅) then ∀c : σ′. c# E;
2. ∀f : σ → σ′.∀e : σ.∀c : σ′′. c# f ∧ c # e → c # f(e).

A closed term without global variables cannot be interfered with. Non-
interference is also compositional to the right.

For the first item we can show using induction on the structure of σ and
the WS Lemma that for any two states s, s′ ∈ W , s[E]W s′, i.e., the state-set
is ‘partitioned’ in just one large partition. This follows from the admissibility
property in Prop. 1.

For the second item first notice that s[E]W s′, and s[F ]W s′ implies
s[F (E)]W s′, from the definition of state equivalence. To wit, the partitions gen-
erated by F (E) include the partitions formed by F and E. It can be easily
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shown that W/[F (E)] ∈ P(W/[F&E]) where we define s1[F&E]s2 as s1[F ]s2
and s1[E]s2; therefore we can apply the hypothesis.

Note the technical importance that in the definition of non-interference the
restricted world is a collection of equivalence classes rather than an equivalence
class, since it is not the case in general that W/[F (E)] ⊆ W/[F ] ∩ W/[E].

Local variable. Let Mi be arbitrary IA terms. The local variable axiom scheme
is used to discard any good-variable and non-interference assumptions involving
the local variable:

(∀x :var.∀n : int. good(x) ∧ · · ·x# Mi · · · ∧ · · ·Mj # x · · ·
→ {P} x :=n; C {Q}) → {P} new x :=n inC {Q},

with x �∈ fi(Ei, Cj , P, Q), where the good variable predicate good is defined as:

good(x) def= ∀p : int → assert.∀e : int.x# p → {p(e)} x := e {p(!x)}.

We first show that for any global variable v and world W , W � good(v). For
any P , we can show that v �∈ gv(P ) implies W � v # P . Then we apply the WS
Lemma and the OE Theorem to show that P (E) and P (!v) evaluate the same
value.

The second part is to show that local variable v cannot interfere or be in-
terfered with. This also follows directly from the WS Lemma, since v does not
occur in any other phrases other than the block of the command, C[v/x].

3.3 Two New Axioms

In this section we show two new axioms of specification logic two be valid; they
cannot be validated using the denotational model. The first one involves an exis-
tential quantifier and, therefore, one of the directions requires definability in the
denotational model. The second involves equivalence and one of the directions
would require the denotational model to be fully abstract. Since we work at an
operational level, neither definability nor full abstraction are an issue for us.

Hoare-triple decomposition. If the programming language is finitary (only a
finite set of integers can be stored in memory locations) then:

∀pq :assert.∀c1c2 : comm. {p} c1; c2 {q} ↔ ∃r :assert. {p} c1 {r} ∧ {r} c2 {q},

It was suggested in [9], as a stronger tool necessary for the proof of IA
equivalences.

Proof. (Soundness) The right-to-left direction is trivial and is simply the Hoare
axiom for sequential composition.
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The left-to-right direction requires us to prove that for all worlds W ∈
States(w), if W � {P} C1; C2 {Q} holds, then W � ∃r :assert. {P} C1 {r} ∧
{r} C2 {Q} must hold, with P, Q ∈ IAassert(w), C1, C2 ∈ IAcomm(w).

If the language is finitary, then W is finite. If W � C1; C2, s ⇓ s′ then there
must exist s′′ such that W � C1, s ⇓ s′′ and W � C2, s

′′ ⇓ s′. Let us denote the
set of all such s′′ by W ′′, which is also finite.

Let R =
∨

s∈W ′′
∧

v∈w !v = s(v). It follows that R ∈ IAassert(w) and W �
{P} C1; C2 {Q} implies W � {P} C1 {R} ∧ {R} C2 {Q}. ��

Remark 1. Hoare-triple decomposition only holds for the finitary fragment of
the language because the assertion language is finitary, i.e. it lacks recursion.
If the assertion language is not finitary then we can prove this axiom using
a weakest-precondition style argument, but a fix-point constructor is required
in the assertion language. However, as we mentioned, the introduction of fix-
point (and consequently divergence) into the assertion language complicates the
properties of the logic.

Hoare-triple and equivalence

∀c1, c2 : comm.
(∀pq :assert. {p} c {q} ↔ {p} c2 {q}) ↔ c1 = c2.

Proof. (Soundness) The right-to-left implication is trivial. The left-to-right
is proved by contradiction. Assume that there is world W , and C1, C2 ∈
IAcomm(w) such that W �� C1 = C2. We consider two cases:

1. There exists s ∈ W , W ∈ States(w), such that W � Ci, s ⇓ and W �
C2−i, s ⇑, i = 0, 1. Then we take P = true and Q = false.

2. There exists s, s1 �= s2 ∈ W such that W � C1, s ⇓ s1 and W � C2, s ⇓ s2.
Then we take P =

∧
v∈w !v = s(v) and Q =

∧
v∈w !v = s1(v). ��

3.4 Computability Issues

The identity logic of full IA is undecidable, as the language is Turing-complete.
What may come as a surprise is that even if we restrict IA to its boolean,
first-order, recursion-free, subset, which is decidable [11], the congruence-free
specification logic is still undecidable.

Theorem 5 (Undecidability of Spec. Logic). The specification logic of re-
cursion-free, first-order boolean IA without term equality is undecidable.

Proof. We show that there exists a faithful encoding �−� : N[X] → IA of poly-
nomials with integer coefficients into IA: �0� = λc : comm.skip, �n + 1� =
λc : comm.�n�(c); c, = λc : comm.cn+1, �Xi� = xi : comm → comm, �P1 +
P2� = λc : comm.�P1�(c); �P2�(c), �P1 × P2� = λc : comm.�P1�

(
�P2�(c)

)
.

Hilbert’s tenth problem can be formulated in the intuitionistic identity logic
of first-order, recursion-free, boolean IA as follows:

∃x1 : comm → comm · · · ∃xn : comm → comm. �P1� = �P2�, (1)
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P1, P2 ∈ N[X]. Hilbert’s Tenth Problem, is undecidable (see [17] for a compre-
hensive survey). Then, using the Hoare triple and equivalence axiom, validated
earlier, we can formulate (1) using Hoare triples instead of term equality. ��

4 Concluding Remarks

The remarkable achievement the Tennent-O’Hearn denotational model of spec-
ification logic was to give a compositional semantics for the highly intensional
non-interference predicate. In an operational setting this task is substantially
easier. The challenge, in the operational settings, is to provide a good semantics
for the underlying Kripke structure of the logic. Properties, such as monotonic-
ity, which come “for free” in the denotational setting need more elaborate proofs
here. The semantics of quantifiers and the closely related properties of substitu-
tion are also more difficult to handle using operational methods.

At the heart of the successful operational treatment of specification logic
is Pitts’s result that contextual equivalence in IA coincides with extensional
equivalence. In a language without this property, such as ML, this treatment
cannot be reproduced. Consider for example the work of Honsell, Mason, Talcott
and others [18,19], which represents the best attempt to create a specification
logic for a call-by-value language with assignment. The logic is not technically
a first-order logic; the logical properties of quantifiers, i.e. substitution, are not
the expected ones. The logic requires sophisticated syntactic side-conditions in
the quantifier axioms to ensure correctness, because contextual equivalence in
that language holds only in certain circumstances, detailed in the so-called ciu
(“closed instantiation of uses”) Lemma.

The question of whether the definition of specification logic presented here is
in some sense definitive remains open. The essential concept of non-interference
has a definition which is deeply inspired by the denotational treatment. But,
arguably, our semantics of the identity and existential quantifiers is better, since
the issues of definability and full abstraction do not arise. The two new axioms
of Sec. 3.3 illustrate this advantage. Perhaps a more profound question to ask is
whether non-interference logic is the definitive specification logic for procedural
languages.

Finally, another important point of this paper is that it shows a connection
between the operational extensionality property of a programming language and
the fact that it has an elegant and general specification logic. This confirms
Reynolds’s language design intuition that call-by-name and local effects are the
quintessential features if a specification and verification-friendly programming
language is desired.
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